'Cane conversations: Meet the CEO

The University of Miami Alumni Association is showcasing the immense talent of the ‘Cane network in a new, multi-city event series called *Meet the CEO*. Each event features dynamic conversations with alumni leaders who talk about how their experiences at the U inspired and influenced their life choices and careers.

IN THE NEWS
'Canes in Media

An Emmy for your thoughts

Alumnus Scott Barnett teams up with best-selling author James Patterson to produce an award-winning show for kids.

'Cane of Ice and Fire

The historians of Westeros

Elio M. Garcia, Jr., a UM alumnus with a passion for medieval history, discusses his journey related to "Game of Thrones," which began on campus.

'Canes in Tech

Using data to prevent disease

Founded by UM graduates, HealthSnap seeks to be a major player in digital healthcare.

Mother's Day

Celebrating 'Cane Moms

Whether through Holocaust education or travel, these 'Cane moms are making an impact in their communities.
Juan siblings graduation continues a family tradition

2019 'Canes Film Showcase highlights student work

Global Networking Week strengthens the 'Canes professional network

UM alumni appointed to Third District Court of Appeal

High school students experience college in the Summer Scholars program

Senior Mwambo: an empowering rite of passage

UM LGBTQ graduates celebrate Lavender event

Dr. Cynthia Levy honored with the Arthur H. Hertz Endowed Chair in Liver Diseases

Singing in harmony to the top

Rhodes to discovery

ALUMNI PROFILES

Yina Balarezo, A.B. ’97
Alumna takes pride in the philosophy of art at the Lowe Art Museum.

Kim Griffin-Hunter, B.B.A. ’88
Alumna inspires inclusion and mentorship in career development.
Alumni Marshals

The UM Alumni Association invites select members to be marshals at every Commencement ceremony. Learn more about the program and see pictures from this year's event.

STAY CONNECTED

ON SOCIAL
#CaneForLife

FEATURED 'CANE BIZ
Caribe Juice
Congrats to the newest members of the 'Cane alumni family! You did it! #CaneGrad #CaneForLife 🙌

Alumnus Luis Solis brings the flavors of his native Dominican Republic stateside.

Attract recruiters to your LinkedIn

Recruiters have access to millions of candidate profiles through LinkedIn. Make yours stand out with these tips.

Men's sports jacket

Show your favorite 'Cane dad some love this Father’s Day with an official University of Miami sports jacket.

UPCOMING EVENTS

May 29
6:30 pm
Meet the CEO - Washington, D.C.

Jun 12
5:30 pm
Happy Hour with Broward County ’Canes

Jun 12
6:00 pm
NY ‘Canes in Media and Entertainment Meet-Up

Nov 07
8:00 am
Alumni Weekend and Homecoming

USEFUL LINKS

Update your contact information.
Do you own a ’Cane Biz? Add it to our directory.

Give to UM scholarships.

Send us your story ideas!